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Mystery and Expressions: 

Myth, Theology, and Pluralism 

(Functions of Affectivity and Approximations of Mystery) 

 

Richard J. Beauchesne 

Our freedom is your only way out. 

On the underground railroad 

you can ride with us or you become the jailer. 
l 

 

In this presentation, I shall focus mainly on pluralism in religious 

myth and theology. On the one hand, myth and theology are languages 

of heart and mind, respectively, as well as approximations rather than 

replicas of mystery. On the other, pluralism is the ability to perceive the 

truth of diversity
2
 as well as a posture that allows for critical thinking 

when—both in myth and theology—one speaks of ultimate mystery, 

which some people call 'God.' 

 

Briefly, first, I shall define what I mean by 'mystery.' Then, in 

reference to the 'mysteric' languages of myth and theology, I shall 

describe the meaning of 'heart' or 'affectivity' and of 'mind' or 'cognition.' 

I shall discuss as well the 'approximating' rather than 'replicating' nature 
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of mythical and theological discourses in the expression of mystery. And 

finally, I shall focus on religious pluralism which, I suggest, protects 

mythic and theological formulations against irrelevancy and idolatry 

and, within the field of religion, fosters critical thinking: a way of 

thinking which recognizes the social forces's impact on the diverse 

disciplines as well as the diverse disciplines's impact on social forces. 

Critical thinking provides one with the distance needed to assess 

historically rather than dogmatically -- from below rather than from 

above --his/her discipline, other disciplines as well as society itself. 

Language itself—such as religious mythical and theological discourses—

is 'discovery of plurality': the discovery of the contingency and 

ambiguity of history and society.
3
 

 

I. Mystery 

In Truth & Expression, Edward MacKinnon relates transcendence both 

to the mystery of the universe, which scientists fathom, and to the 

Mystery of God, upon which theologians reflect.
4
 It is in MacKinnon's 

sense that the expression 'mystery
'
 is interpreted in this presentation. 

More specifically, when applied to God, mystery refers to the all-

encompassing horizon of consciousness as described, for example, by 

Avery Dulles in Models of Revelation.
5
 

II. Cognition and Affectivity, Mind and Heart 

During my seminary days—the mid-fifties—when 'man' was defined 
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essentially as rational, to be a 'man' one had to subjugate 'his' affective 

nature. One's spirituality comprised mainly of daily conquests of 'mind' 

over 'heart,' of 'spirit' over 'flesh.' In every-day life, 'particular' friendship 

needed be generalized, and through weekly confession, 'sins of the flesh' 

needed be particularized. Heart, the epitomizing force that penetrates to 

the very center of one's being, as Karl Rahner called it,
s
 was perceived 

as a destabilizing demon that jeopardized one's 'assumption' into 

Heaven. 

 

Life-experience, however, has taught me otherwise. The relationship 

between heart and mind is not one between damnation and redemption, 

one of opposition, but one between two amenable dimensions of my 

being, one of wholeness. For affectivity relates to cognition as 'what I 

am' relates to 'what I know,' connatural knowledge to representational 

knowledge.
7
 and praxis to theory. On the one hand, affectivity speaks of 

"the unity of spirit and matter, soul and body, intellect and phantasm, will 

and passion, prior to these subsequent distinctions.
8
 It embodies one's 

entire person: a function of the heart. On the other, cognition speaks of 

intellect and will—of reason and thought, of freedom and choice, 

respectively. Cognition is a function of the mind. Both approaches, heart 

and mind, disclose two correlative, yet autonomous, modes of in-

tentionality and metaphysical transcendence
9
 and, together, they allow 

for a corrective, healing and humanizing dialectics between praxis and 
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theory. 

       In Church institutions of dogmatic persuasion, to this day, cognitive 

processes forego often affective one—a habit that results inevitably in 

discrediting experience and monopolizing transcendence. Theory without 

praxis, mind without heart, cognition without affectivity—Emmanuel 

Levinas suggested—impose a "mastery over matter, the soul and 

societies" and, respectively, machinates "a technique, a morality. [and] a 

politics . . . which assure the peace required for the pure exercise [of 

cognition]."
10
 Cognition thus remains induratively unencumbered by life-

experience. And within heartless minds—both in science and religion—

dogma is concocted. 

 

III. Myth  and Theology: Approximations of Mystery 

       MacKinnon has explained that transcendent reality (or mystery) is: 

...the ultimate ground and goal of the search for truth. 

But it is a ground which can only be explicated and a 

goal which can be only approximated by the slow 

piecemeal process of presenting propositions [for 

example, in mythical and theological formulations] 

which we take to be true and hope to be not too 

inadequate.'
11
 

       "The abiding temptation," writes MacKinnon, "is to absolutize the 

relative, to accept particular propositions as adequate expressions of 

ultimate truth. This is a temptation especially experienced by those who 

have a passion for the ultimate."
12
 Having experienced the cancer of 
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dehumanization that feeds itself within the bowels of the passion for the 

ultimate—the Nazis' absolute claim to the supremacy of the Aryan race 

and its commitment to the annihilation of all other races—Jacob 

Bronowski warned all pretenders to heavenly thrones, whether they 

pontificate in laboratories or in sacristies: 'There is no absolute 

knowledge. And those who claim it, whether they are scientists or 

dogmatists, open the door to tragedy."
13
 Where the relative is 

absolutized, truth is silenced and our humanness violated, and where the 

absolute is relativized, truth is cherished and our humanness, respected. 

 

IV. The Languages of Myth and Theology 

Myth (heart's language) is a primary language that 'propositionalizes' 

consciousness's participation in ultimate mystery, and theology (mind's 

language), a secondary language. Russell Barta explained: 

Theology and faith like their languages, represent quite 

diverse, but equally valid modes of raising religious 

questions and of apprehending the real. In theology . . . 

we are dealing with the language of theoretical 

construction whereas faith speaks in the pretheoretical 

language of symbols and myth.. . Theology is the 

creation of human thought, whereas the Christian myth 

grows out of experiential encounter. What is primary is 

the myth as it is lived. experienced and handed down. 

Theology . . . is a second-order reflection on first-order 

formulations.
l4
 

As primary language that expresses faith, religious myths speak of the 
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effective bond that exists between persons and what they experience as 

holy.
15
 Myths are masks of eternity: stories made out of imageries and 

symbols. They unify the paradoxes of human religious experience, 

provide patterns for action, and are enacted in rituals.
16
 Such are the 

primeval stories of creation and fall, the covenantal stories of Abraham, 

Moses, and Jesus as well as our own stories of faith celebrated in word 

and sacrament. Religious myths neither affirm or deny the historical 

existence of their heroes. They merely express first-hand consciousness's 

participation in ultimate mystery. Religious myths allocate in memory a 

home for the divine partaking, which shelters its remembrance, nurtures 

its life and safeguards its survival. 

 

       Theology (faith's secondary language) is the systematic and 

theoretical reflection upon as well as the interpretation and explanation 

of religious myth (faith's primary language), not its substitute. "The 

relationship between theology and faith is similar to that between any 

systematic, rationalizing theory about experience and the experience 

itself," clarified Barta.
1 
Theology relates to faith as cognition to 

affectivity, as 'what I know' to 'what I am and become.' 

 

       "Religion," stated Russell Barta, "grows out of the practical 

concerns of everyday life. It is not the result of theoreticians working out 

religious ideas. Religion as such always exists prior to its theoretical 
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formulations."
18
 Disassociated from life and myth, theology becomes 

irrelevant: it has lost its primordial data and affective expression. Thus 

uprooted, theology tends toward idolatry, the monopolization of 

mystery itself. Humans arrogate to themselves prerogatives that are 

divine, as the current Vatican theology of papal and episcopal authority 

bears witness to (such as the recent Vatican faith profession and fidelity 

oath prescribed for Catholic theologians).
19
 By the same token, when 

the 'divine' co-opts the 'human,' the irrelevance of religion prevails, as 

the century of the Enlightenment ratifies. Idolatry and irrelevance are 

the temptations, and more often, the sins of dogmatic religions. 

Similarly, when stories become history
20
 and their interpretation, 

fundamentalist literalism, myth itself becomes magic rather than 

sacrament. Alfred North Whitehead warned against symbolic 

distortions: 'Those societies which cannot combine reverence to their 

symbols with freedom of revision, must ultimately decay either from 

anarchy, or from the slow atrophy of a life stifled by useless 

shadows."
21
 

 

      Against irrelevancy and idolatry—as well as against magic and 

fundamentalism, anarchy and atrophy—suggest that theological and 

mythic pluralism might offer a remedy: by recognizing that ultimate 

mystery is experienced and expressed in ways that are not too inexact 

while it remains an incessant source of human meaning and healing. 
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V. Mythic and Theological Pluralism 

      Pluralism
22
 refers to a condition of and an attitude toward di-

versity.
23
 As condition, it describes the world, which, according to 

William James, is "more like a federal republic than like an empire or a 

kingdom."
24
 As such, pluralism is philosophical, societal and cultural as 

well as ethical, racial, religious, or sexual."
25
 As attitude—the focus in 

this presentation—pluralism speaks of the ability to perceive 'that which 

is not myself as diverse rather than as an inferior version of who I am 

and believe.
26
 As attitude, pluralism is a function of affectivity rather 

than cognition, of heart rather than mind. 

      David Tracy defined pluralism as 'attitude': a response to the fact of 

religious plurality.
27
 Within one's religion or with other religions, 

pluralism as attitude allows for conversations which require—on the part 

of participants—not only "the ability to preserve the tension of the 

original symbolic language within the clarity of the concept."
28
 Such 

conversations comprise also "a willingness to enter the conversation, 

that unnerving place where one is willing to risk all one's present self-

understanding by facing claims to attention of the other." Even the 

willingness to be transformed, perhaps, to be converted!
29
 That ability 

and willingness spring forth from analogical imagination. Thus as 

attitude, pluralism speaks of symbolic sensitivity and 'response-ability,' 

willingness, risk, change of heart: all functions of affectivity. 
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      Similarly, Don Cupitt described pluralism, diacronic and synchronic, 

in affective language: the former, as “the historical realization that past 

ages were very different from the world of today, and the consequent 

attempts to enter sympathetically into the minds and world views of men 

[sic] of past epochs"; and the latter, as “the realization that contemporary 

men [sic] living in other cultures have different world views from ours, 

which can be entered by an effort of sympathetic imagination.”30 

Even more crucial is the recognition that, attitudinally and 

affectively, pluralism is not passive exercise that "enjoys the pleasures of 

difference without ever committing oneself to any particular vision of 

resistance and hope."
31
 Pluralistic dialogue requisitions that one's heart 

has been 'conscienticized' to the enslavement of individual and systemic 

ideologies, and converted to a hermeneutics of ideological suspicion.
32
 

Accordingly, for a fruitful religious dialogue—rather than Christocentric 

or Theocentric theologies that perpetuate domination [who's got the true 

God]. or even a continuous creation-centered theory of religious truth—

Paul Knitter suggested a soteriology that denounces domination and 

announces liberation by fostering the praxis of preferential option for the 

poor and nonpersons: the option to work with and for the victims of the 

world.
33
 Thus, "instead of searching for 'one God' within all religions," 

Knitter explained. "we can recognized [in the preferential option for the 

poor or non-persons] a shared locus of religious experience now 

available to all religions ...." 
4 
Or in the words of Renny Golden: "Our 
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freedom is your only way out. On the underground railroad you can ride 

with us or you become the jailer."
35
 

 

Jan Barbour suggested that "in place of the absolutism of exclusive 

claim to finality, an ecumenical spirit . . . would acknowledge a plurality 

of significant religious models, without lapsing into a complete 

relativism.
36
 which would undercut all concern for truth .... " He added: 

'We must avoid the theological imperialism to which preoccupation with 

doctrines, along with literalism in interpretation, have often led."
37
 To 

obviate the pitfall of relativism in religious dialogue, Knitter—as 

explained above—suggested his soteriological model. "If there is no 

preestablished common ground or common essence that we can invoke 

before dialogue, perhaps there is a common approach or a common 

context with which we can begin in order to create our shared 'shaky 

ground
"'
;
38
 namely, that of shared praxis of the preferential option for the 

poor. 

About relativism, Cupitt argued that the experience of relativity 

itself already speaks for the capacity in humans to transcend and of 'their 

having become conscious spirit.' 'To say 'All our knowledge is relative to 

interpretative frameworks, claimed Cupitt, "is to say something which, if 

true, must be an exception to the rule it states: to have been for a 

moment able to transcend our ordinary level and way of knowing and 

say something about it as a whole."
39
 Consequently, it seems to me, that, 
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in religious dialogues, even our 'soteriological shared shaky ground,' 

religiously speaking, might not preclude—as discussed above—the 

'shaky' experience of ultimate transcendence.
40
 

Personally speaking, it remains that for each one, the challenge of 

religious dialogue resides primarily in the call to faithfulness, to which 

consciousness is summoned as it affectively 'intentionalizes' mystery in 

all of its soteriological, liberating and humanizing power. People 

experience mystery in unique yet sharable ways, but at times—especially 

when mystery is 'propositionalized'—they experience it in ways that are 

diametrically opposed, and there lies the challenge for religions and 

religious dialogue. Bernard Lonergan explained: 

What in one is found intelligible, in another is 

unintelligible. What for one is true, for another is false. 

What is good for one, for another evil. Each may have 

some awareness of the other and so each in a manner may 

include the other. But such inclusion is also negation and 

rejection. For the other's horizon. at least in part, is 

attributed to wishful thinking, to an acceptance of myth, 

to ignorance or fallacy, to blindness or illusion, to 

backwardness or immaturity, to infidelity, to bad will, to 

a refusal of God's grace. Such a rejection of the other 

may be passionate, and then the suggestion that openness 

is desirable will make one furious. But again, rejection 

may have the firmness of ice without any trace of 

passion or even any show of feeling, except perhaps a 

wan smile.'" 
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The realm of rejection, however, has its own limits, and beyond its 

boundaries agreement is possible. For example, "both astrology and 

genocide are beyond the pale . . . . " wrote Lonergan. 'The former is 

ridiculed, the latter is execrated."
42 

At the core of faith -- of one's religious affectivity and dialogue -- 

one experiences a painful ontological aloneness, which must be 

embraced resolutely. For the experience of participating in mystery -- in 

whatever way and accordingly, of responding to it is unconditionally 

undeniable and compellingly calling for its affirmation. Like friendship, 

mystery can only be welcomed or rejected.
43
 If rejected, then the self is 

lost: it becomes aimless and homeless. If welcomed, then hope might be 

affirmed in the midst of despair, meaningfulness in the midst of 

meaninglessness and life in the midst of death. 

The salvation of both myth and theology from irrelevancy and 

idolatry—as well as magic and fundamentalism, atrophy and anarchy—

might lie in the recognition of pluralism, which allows myth and 

theology to enflesh mystery and, at the same time, to remain a 'not too 

inexact explanation and approximation of mystery itself. For example: 

Christians may say that God's mystery of graciousness is expressed fully 

in Jesus. But, among other concerns, this is not to say that divine mystery 

is expressed fully in Christological myth and dogma. Dogmas, especially, 

often disclose the absolutization and dehistoricization of 'privileged' 

theological statements. For example. Pope Paul VI taught that "the 
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formulas used by the Council of Trent to express the Church Eucharistic 

faith, 'like the others which the Church uses to propose the dogmas of 

the faith, express concepts which are not tied to a certain definite form 

of human culture, or to a certain stage of scientific progress, or to one 

theological school or another, but exhibit that which the human mind, in 

its universal and necessary experience of reality, perceives . . . . Hence 

they are suited to men of all times and places."'
44
 Describing such 

classicist assumptions—the 'one culture' view of unity—Lonergan had 

this to say: 

On classicist assumptions there is just one culture. That 

culture is not attained by the simple faithful, the people, the 

natives, the barbarians. Nevertheless, career is always open to 

talent. One enters upon such a career by diligent study of the 

ancient Latin and Greek authors. One pursues such a career 

by learning Scholastic philosophy and theology. One aims at 

high office by becoming proficient in canon law. One 

succeeds by winning the approbation and favor of the right 

personages. Within this set-up the unity of faith is a matter of 

everyone subscribing to the correct formulae.
45
 

 

'Correct' faith formulae unite in holy alliances all possessors of 

absolute truth and give rise to Kingdoms of Certitude: fools paradises 

erected on 'pure power structures.'
46
 In the real world of faith, 'correct' 

faith formulae do not exist, and the reasons are many: linguistic, social 

and cultural differences, undifferentiated as well as differentiated levels 

of consciousness, various phases of intellectual, moral and religious 

conversion
47
 and, most importantly, the infinite and incomprehensible 
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nature of ultimate mystery.
48
 

But there is another reason for denying the existence of 'correct' faith 

formulae: 'postmodern' historical consciousness which foregoes the 

witch hunt for 'errors'
49
 and situates one within the arena of systemic 

distortions. 'Modern' historical consciousness, in turn, had secured its 

hopes in 'rational' reason, and consequently, 'error' could always be 

counteracted and annihilated by the 'enlightened mind,' through which 

again reason could retrieve its translucency. And for Churches of 

dogmatic persuasions—since 'reason' was not contrary to faith' and faith 

enlightened reason—error could always be walloped by merely restating 

the content of the so-called 'deposit of faith' as they proposed it. 

Postmodern consciousness, however, points to a 'split' within reason 

itself, which could be expressed in the question: "After Auschwitz, 

Hiroshima and Nagasaki as well as with the current accumulation of 

thousands of nuclear weapons that threaten the survival itself of our 

planet, where is reason” "[Something is fundamentally and 

systematically awry in our history and society," wrote Tracy, and 

"postmodern consciousness" . . . now deeply suspects the optimism 

concealed in Western notions of reason.
"50
 

Hopefully, in not too inexact approximations, mythic and theological 

'postmodern' pluralism might still be called to express religious truth as 

fidelity of faith-consciousness toultimate mystery. It might still remain 
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sacramental of ultimate transcendence and respectful of finite 

humanity:
51
 to allow us, humans, to let 'God' be 'God,' and 'God,' to let us, 

humans, be human. 

 

Conceivably then, consciousness might intentionalize ultimate 

mystery and thus host the ineffable in its salvific graciousness. 

Affectively and cognitively, in myth and theology, it might express this 

'divine' graciousness, and through mythic and theological pluralism, 

acknowledge its soteriological, undiscriminating, humanizing and saving 

power. And faith-experiences, therefore, might still freely be lived and 

deepened, expressed and celebrated by all people as they tend mystery 

and, by that same mystery, be forever tended. And so, not only priests, 

gurus and savants. but also -- from the very depths of their consciousness 

unviolated --"the simple faithful, the natives and the barbarians"
52
 might 

still treasure, know and proclaim the humanizing power of ultimate 

mystery. In Christian terms: 'The Spirit poured out from God over all 

flesh"—liberated from irrelevancy and idolatry, magic and fundament-

alism, anarchy and atrophy—might still empower all "to prophesy, see 

visions, and dream dreams."
53
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